DSU Confucius Institute, WCSU Chinese Immersion Program and Docutah Presents a Complimentary Dinner and Film

Chinese Culture Event

Thursday, January 16, 2014
Dinner: 6:00 - 7:00 PM
Catered by: Red Ginger Restaurant
Film: 7:15 - 8:15 PM
Desert Hills Middle School
936 E Desert Hills Dr

For more information and to RSVP, please call Marybeth Fuller, WCSU 435.673.5183

Film: A Bite of China
Runtime: 49 Minutes

A Bite of China tells the histories and stories behind Chinese cuisine: the meaning and the symbol each dish represents, the relationship between the nature and the people and the creation of unique foods and traditional recipes. It depicts the food culture that every Chinese is proud of. Get to know Chinese life philosophy and the respect they have for the nature and food. This is the video you can't miss.